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Exhibit 1 
Maximum Service Rates 

Commercial and Multi-Family Services  - October 1, 2021 – June 30, 2022 

Roll-off Per Ton Fees 
Material Type Rate  

C&D Per Ton Rate $132.10 
Per Each 

Ton 
Garbage Per Ton Rate $146.29 

Green Waste Per Ton Rate $87.93 

 
Commercial and Multi-Family Notes: 
1. Late Payment: In accordance with National Corporate Policy and as approved by the state attorney 

general Republic Services will be incorporating a late payment fee equal to 1.5% of the outstanding 
balance or $5.00 which ever is greater. 

2. Additional disposal fees for non-standard items (box springs, tires, televisions, etc.) in which 
Republic Services is charged by the designated transfer station or landfill will be passed on to the 
customer when it is possible to identify the customer in violation.   

3. Front-load compactors will not be provided by Republic Services.  Customers will be required to 
purchase their own compactor.   

4. Rates for Roll-off Boxes include five days usage.  If the 5th day falls on Saturday, Sunday, or a 
Holiday in which Republic Services operations are closed, the Roll-off Box will be picked up on the 
following weekday at no additional charge. 

5. Roll-off compactors will not be provided by Republic Services.  Customers will be required to 
purchase the compactor 

6. Key charges are allowed when container access requires the driver to carry a key and unlock a lock 
to empty the container.  Key charges do not apply if a customer's lock is left in the unlocked 
position.  

7. Enclosure charges are allowed when collection requires removing a container from an enclosure 
and replacing it when emptied. 

8. Gate service charges are allowed when collection requires opening a closed or locked gate in order 
to access a container.   

9. Long walk charges are allowed when a container is placed further than 10 feet from where the 
collection vehicle has access.   

10. Charges for key, enclosure, gate, and long walk service are not cumulative pickup charges.  The 
Contractor's service fees for a customer requiring one or more of the special services will be a 
maximum service fee (as specified in the table above) as adjusted for CPI-U, per pickup for any 
combination of the four service categories.   

11. Dismount and Push Charges are allowed when container service requires the driver to dismount 
and push the container from a fixed position and return it to the same position after service. 

 


